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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Item Specifications Statement of Compliance 

 

  
[Bidders must state here either “Comply” or “Not Comply” 
against each of the individual parameters of each 
Specification stating the corresponding performance 
parameter of the equipment offered. Statements of 
“Comply” or “Not Comply” must be supported by 
evidence in a Bidders Bid and cross-referenced to that 
evidence.  Evidence shall be in the form of manufacturer’s 
un-amended sales literature, unconditional statements of 
specification and compliance issued by the manufacturer, 
samples, independent test data etc., as appropriate. A 
statement that is not supported by evidence or is 
subsequently found to be contradicted by the evidence 
presented will render the Bid under evaluation liable for 
rejection.  A statement either in the Bidder's statement of 
compliance or the supporting evidence that is found to be 
false either during Bid evaluation, post-qualification or 
the execution of the Contract may be regarded as 
fraudulent and render the Bidder or supplier liable for 
prosecution subject to the applicable laws and issuances.] 
 
NOTE: Once the bidder indicates COMPLY, it is 
understood all the items required per item are/ is 
complied with 

    A 
 
ONE LOT SUPPLY AND DELIVERY OF OFFICE SEMI-
EXPENDABLE EQUIPMENT 

 

1 
Queueing Line or Station Post 
- max. of 2 m span, rectractable belt, w/ bsu logo print  

 

2 

Paper Cutter/Trimmer 
- sliding with paper adjuster, paper size indicator: 
A3/B4/A4/B4/B5/B6/B7 post card and photo (L) sizes, 
cutting capacity: approx. 12 sheets (70 gsm paper) with 
extra blades 

 

 

3 

Laminating Machine 
- thermal, hot and cold laminating mode, up to A3 size 
- 250 microns, maximum laminating thickness: 13", 
laminating length; 4 heat resisting silicone rollers, steel 
case, forward and reverse switch, variable temperature 
control, professional grade motor and heating element 

 

 

4 

Binder 
- punching capacity: 12 sheets, binding capacity: 450 
sheets (A4)/51 mm plastic ring, paper margin 3/4/5 mm; 
square hole distance: 14.3 mm, square holes: 21 holes 

 

 

5 

Paper Shredder 
-with touch button, can shred CD/DVD, hard paper, 200 
sheet automatic and 10 sheet manual shredding 
capacities, auto reverse 
- 32L bin capacity 
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6 

Document Scanner 
-with the minimum specifications:  
scanner type: flatbed; duplex capability; maximum scan 
size: legal; image properties: input color depth: 48 bit; 
output color depth: 24 bit; enhanced scan resolution: 
1200; note: all items indicated make/brand of must have 
existed in the market with good records in the past 7 
years 

 

B ONE LOT SUPPLY AND DELIVERY OF FURNITURE  

 

1 

Sala Set 
- 1 long (size dimension atleast 58" (L) x 30" (Seat 
Height) 
- 2 single chair (size dimension atleast 28" x 30" 
- foam thickness: 4" , frame: mahogany, color: gray, 
material: fabric 

 

 

2 

Sofa Bed 
- 4 seaters, material: synthetic leather, color: black, 
foldable up to 180 degree 
- dimension atleast: 180 x 95cm 

 

 

3 

Dining Set  
- 1 table, 8 seaters, dimension atleast 70.87" (L) x 39.37" 
(W) x 29.13" (H), type of wood: mahogany , color: black 
wood 
- 8 chairs with backrest, material: black wood, with 
cushion fabric: grey 

 

 

4 

Office Table  
- 4 drawers, with lock  
- dimension atleast: 46" W x 22.4 D x 28.4 H 
- material: laminated wood 
- color: cherry 

 

 

5 

Foldable table 
- plastic, rectangular, foldable leg, steel leg, not 
adjustable leg, dimension atleast: 180 (L) x 76 (W) x 74 
(H) cm, light color, plastic material: polyethylene 
 

 

6 Foldable Table 
- plastic, rectangular, foldable leg, steel leg, dimension 
atleast: 122 (L) x 60(W) x 74(H) cm, not adjustable leg, 
light color, plastic material: polyethylene 

 

7 
Executive Chair 
- high back, gas lift, 360 degrees swivel 
- material: bonded leather, color: black,  
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8 Office Chair 
- swivel, metal base, gas lift 
- material: mesh, color: black 

 

 

9 

Boltless Steel Rack 
- adjustable layer, color: white, stainless layer 
- dimension atleast: 40cm 9W) x 120cm (L) x 200 cm (H) 

 

 

10 

Steel Cabinet 
- 4 layers drawer, vertical, gauge 21 
- color: gray, finish: powder coat, w/ flush handle, 
central locking sysytem 

 

 
 

11 

Whiteboard 
- board dimension atleast: 4 (L) x 8 (W) ft, with stand and 
rollers, magnetic, flipable, aluminum frame 

 

 

 

12 

Monoblock Chair 
- without armrest, material: polypropylene plastic, color: 
granite beige or white 
- dimension atleast: seat width: 376 mm; seat depth: 
365 mm; side leg distance: 372 mm; back legs distance: 
203 mm; back rest height: 780 mm; seat back height: 
374 mm; seat height: 420mm; minimun gross weight: 
2.23 kg   

 


